A SMASH!
Doris Troy
I'Ll DO ANYTHING
For My Heartaches
TOAST
TT507

A WORLD WIDE HIT
The Pop Topp
OH LADY, WHY LADY?
MAJOR
MPS07

A WORLD WIDE HIT
The Cameos
ON THE GOOD SHIP LOLLIPOP
TOAST
TT508

SAILING UP THE CHARTS
The Pop Topp
OH LADY, WHY LADY?

A WORLD WIDE HIT
The Pop Topp
OH LADY, WHY LADY?
MAJOR
MPS07

POPWORD
Complied By ALAN SHIPLEY, National Sales Manager

GEORGE SAYS...
I WANT TO WRITE MEANINGLESS SONGS
IN AN INTERVIEW WITH ALLEN SMITH

EMI'S SOUNDS ATTACK

THE HOLLIES
Listen To Me
Parlophone R7373

KEN DODD
Now That You're Gone
Columbia DB477

The Barron Knights
An Olympic Record
Columbia DB485

Edwin Starr
26 Miles
Tunisia Motown TMG72

The Cheater
Bell BL1107

Frank Ifield
The Diana Maid
Columbia DB465

WIND IN THE WILLOWS
MENSON'S SONG
Huntaway (What's The Use)

THE DEFENDERS
Break Your Promise

Good News
I've Got A Very Good Year

Paul Peterson
A Little Bit For Sandy
Tunisia Motown TMG70

Sami Sloan
Yes I Would Columbia DB440

The New Inspiration
I See No Reason

Why
Parlophone R7370
Introducing the Mood Matcher with a special Musicassette offer


The Philips Cassettophone uses musicassettes—pocket-sized pre-recorded tapes packed in one-piece cassettes. They're much smaller than discs. Handle. Longer lasting. And available in hundreds of different EP and LP titles.

We're offering you these EP musicassettes, for only 34.6, when you buy your Mood Matcher, to start your collection.

Don't miss this special introductory offer. See the Cassettophone at your Philips dealer. Or write to: Philips Electrical Ltd., St. Martin's House, Shadysbury Avenue, London, W.C.2.

The Cassettophone costs £13.3.3.0. (Including musicassettes) With a 12 month unconditional guarantee.

PHILIPS Cassettophone music to match your mood at the drop of a Musicassette

Tiny Tim Concert with Mary Hopkin. Wednesday October 30th. Royal Albert Hall. Box Office opens Saturday. Full details in N.M.E. next week...
TWO BIG STARS PRAISE JIMI

MODDY BLUES

LENA MARTELL

Are you converted to play stereo LP’s?

See your record shop about a BSRC COMPATIBLE CARTRIDGE

CASUALS HAD ITALIAN

ENGINEER WITH COTTON WOOL IN HIS EARS!

NEW MAMAS AND PAPAS SINGLE: NEW GROUP DISCOVERY:
BACKING SINGER GOES SOLO.

NEW MAMAS AND PAPAS have a beautiful new single with “For The Love Of Ivy” c/w “Strange Young Girls” (RCA 1724). The A-side might well sound familiar. It is, of course, the theme from the latest Sidney Poitier movie of the same name, which is now on national release. After the smash success of MAMA CASS’S solo “Dream A Little Dream Of Me” (RCA 1726) the group should do very well with this one.

ENGINEER WITH COTTON WOOL IN HIS EARS!

And while we’re on the subject of film themes, what about the latest in the “Fullof Dollars” series? BRUCE MORGAN (EX-BRIGADOON) made the No. 1 spot in the States with “The Good, The Bad And The Ugly” c/w “There’s Gonna Be A Bettermaker” (RCA 1731). Now he’s climbing the British charts. The B-side, by the way, is yet another film theme from “Breakfast.”

STOICS make their disc debut this week with “Search For The Sun” c/w “Search For The Sun” (RCA 1745). This disc was written by the very successful team Richard Kerr and Jean Martin (whose name: ‘Rome’s?’). But, who are STOICS? Well, they’re all twenty years old, very good looking and neat—Jack Geary (piano), John Hill (guitar), John O’Connor (bass—nude student, now kid prototype) and Jamie Hughes (drums). These guys have the kind of talent to make a Collective.—Liverpool.

DEENA WEBSTER

Another RCA debut is made by LESLEY DUNCAN with “Lullaby” c/w “I’ll Love You, I’ll Love You” (RCA 1759). Lesley has a terrific voice—which can range from emotionally beach, as backing for many top stars, including Dusty Springfield. She certainly has the talent to get her into the charts. What’s more, Lesley wrote both sides of the new disc herself. You’ll hear a lot more about Lesley Duncan, who’s living proof of the old saying, “good things come to those who wait.”

LIFE-LINES OF CANNED HEAT

COMMON TO ALL

MONKEYS FILM IS 'HEAD'

AMERICA CALLING

MARTY WILDE'S CHART RETURN - AS WRITER!

JOE COCKER WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM HIS FRIENDS

TOP TEN BLUESPOP

ONLY 5/- DOWN FOR 4 1PS

Unskilled? Learn a trade

JACK BRUCE ON CREAM SPLIT

'Ve reached a peak, and didn't go further; we just got better at it'

By NICK LOGAN

America Calling

Monkees film is 'Head'

Marty Wilde's chart return - as writer!

Joe Cocker with a little help from his friends

Top ten bluespop

Unskilled? Learn a trade
ENGELBERT

No.1 in so many hearts
Maybe his latest single is not his best ever record
But maybe it is...

Les Bicyclettes de Belsize

CHARTBOUND?

DON PECK
's quiet tear'
RIM 38

JULI RYLAND
'you ain't got the right'
RIM 10

A TASTE OF HONEY
'good girl, you're taking me'
RIM 13

YES!

& TWO NEW ALBUMS -
'shadow people' and 'in a very complicated girl'

an international affair
CRL 2148

RIM 37

was brought 4 mono edition to feature two biggest hits

'carousel of success'

HAROLD BLASKY ORCHESTRA
RIM 635

-- AND THEY ONLY COST £2.11

Release date 3rd October

distributed by phips records ltd
LATEST SINGLES REVIEWED BY NICK LOGAN

SHONDENS KEEP 'HARD ROCK' AND SHOULD HIT

TOMMY JAMES AND THE SHONDELS - 'I'm Seventeen' for RCA

The Shondells are keeping that rock 'n' roll sound alive with their latest single, 'I'm Seventeen.' This tune has a hard rock edge that should hit the charts. The guitar riffs are catchy and the beat is driving. Tommy James's vocals are on point, making this a solid entry for the rock genre.

SUPERB SLICE OF CREAM

CREAM - 'Sunshine Of Your Love' (Polydor)

TAKEN from their 'Disraeli Gears' album, this was a U.S. smash. Could be big things here, but the obvious drawback of being on an old 12" track, if only the group would do full promotion on it. Just so they probably won't. I can't see it doing better than a minor hit.

Joe's 'Friends' Tremendous

Joe Cocker's 'Woodstock' is a tremendous record. It captures the spirit of that legendary festival and Joe's vocals are powerful. The song qualities are superb and I highly recommend it for your collection.

Recommended

RECOMMENDED: John Denver's 'Rocky Mountain High' on Columbia. John's vocals and the guitar work are outstanding. A great pick for those who enjoy folk rock.

WE KNOW THEY'RE GREAT - NOW YOU DECIDE

BRENDA ANN - Tings A Thing

PETER SARSTEDT - AMERICAN SONG

STOP PRESS!

GONNA SPREAD REMAINING COPIES!

CHRISTIAN - I'M A CATHEDRAL

ARE YOU READY FOR RAY STEVENS

RAY STEVENS - WELCOME TO RAY STEVENS

PHILIPS

Dusty Springfield

I Will Come To You

BP.1706

Dusty Springfield's 'I Will Come To You' is a beautiful ballad. Her vocals are soothing and the melody is memorable. A true classic that I highly recommend.

PHILIPS
Fastest guitar and guitar car!

JIMMY BRYANT with his announced petro-car we can assure you that this is in keeping with the spirit of Speed Week when the speed of our cars is the subject of popular discussion. The music of his guitar is the subject of popular discussion. This is the first time that this has been said in the same sentence.

NEXT WEEK
DAVE DEE
THE BAND
LOVE AFFAIR DAVE CLARK

NME NEWSREEL PAGE...

THE AMERICAN CHART-TOPPING SINGLE
NUSHP DEEP PURPLE

HITS ROUND THE WORLD

Continuation of...

GEORGE HARRISON

THIS WEEK

RADIO 1 IS ONE

15 colour pictures of Radio 1 DJs

Colour feature on Sandie Shaw

And an announcement about the formation of a Radio 1 Club

Radio Times

ISSUE DATED: SEPT. 26
From your local newsagent
EMI Publishers

SMASH SINGLES

The Cherry People And Suddenly

Bill Medley Brown Eyed Woman

Truly Smith That The First Time

NEW SINGLES

Chris Andrews
The Man With The Red Balloon

David Garlock
A Little Bit Of This

NEW SINGLE

NME TOP 30

(Week ending Wedesday, September 27, 1967)

1. John Lennon
2. Bob Dylan
3. The Rolling Stones
4. The Beatles
5. The Who
6. The Animals
7. The Yardbirds
8. The Kinks
9. The Jimi Hendrix Experience
10. Cream

Britain's Top 15 LPs

1. The Beatles
2. The Rolling Stones
3. The Who
4. The Kinks
5. The Animals
6. The Small Faces
7. The Yardbirds
8. The Jimi Hendrix Experience
9. Cream
10. The Rolling Stones

THE MAGNIFICENT SEVEN

The Who
The Kinks
The Animals
The Small Faces
The Yardbirds
The Jimi Hendrix Experience
Cream
BEATLES DOUBLE ALBUM NOV 16 WITH 24 TRACKS

The next Beatles album is to be a mammoth 24-track double package to be released on the Apple label on November 16. No title has been set, but George Harrison told the NME that among numbers still to be made are two of his own compositions and another four solo tracks. "Mother Nature's Son" is featured on guitar, but with occasional brass backing. Mary Hopkin's debut album—featuring several numbers written by her—will be one of four other Apple LPs for November release.

All the Sinatras and all the Deans on BBC-TV spec

"No. 1" and "No. 2" stars were headlining for the Deans and the Sinatras on a one-off TV special for BBC TV, which will be broadcast on November 16. They will also be the first to perform in the UK, with the Deans appearing on BBC TV's "Omnibus" and the Sinatras on "The Six Million Dollar Man". The special will be broadcast on November 16 and will feature the Deans singing "No. 1" and "No. 2" in a single performance.

SYMBOLS U.S. DELAY

Dave Dee extra pantom

The Dave Dee, Dozy, Beaky, and the Troggs will be appearing in pantomime at the Festival Theatre, London, on November 16. They will be performing "The Magic Flute" and "The Sorcerer".

SINATRA WAXES BRITISH

Frank Sinatra's recorded album in Hollywood were variously described as "incendiary" by the British and "sensational" by the New York Times. The Sinatra album of the year will be released on November 16 and will feature the singer's first LP in the UK.

Affair 'No' to £25,000—Australia confirmed

The Affair LP will not be released in Australia, according to New Musical Express. The Australian government has refused to grant a permit for the release of the album in the country.

Status, Leapy Lee, Jane Russell

Frost TV

Status Quo, Leapy Lee, and Jane Russell will be appearing on the Frost TV show on November 16. The show will feature interviews with the stars and performances of their latest singles.

info

Everybody's talking tapes, and if you're the one who reads this, you've probably heard about the best equipment you'll ever play. But what about the best catalogue you've ever seen? Decca is launching a new issue of their catalogue, and it's worth checking out. Decca is one of the most respected labels in the industry, and their catalogue is a must-have for any audiophile.

cash at christmas

45 ATLANTIC

The SEAGRAM-GEMS, COLUMBIA RELEASE

SIGNED BY HIS MAJESTY THE KING
10 YEAR TRIBUTE TO CLIFF and SHADOWS

Congratulations 1958 to 1968

CLIFF RICHARD
Sings his latest release

Marianne Columbia DB8476

THE GREATEST RECORDING ORGANISATION IN THE WORLD
CLIFF, THE STAR STAYER!

CLIFF RICHARD has proved himself a star stayler beyond his own wildest dreams in 1963, when he changed his name from Harry Webb (call his own family tell him, Cliff and) and became a rock-and-roll star to compete with the then-established Beatles. Cliff now has over 10 million records on his Stereo label, which was started up a star, but it still runs as a popular family label. Cliff today...

Elvis was there...

Marriage?... 

Graham meeting...

Always truth

HARD WORK WON AUDIENCE OVER

CLIFF & THE SHADOWS

Thank YOU — for making our decade a wonderful one.

Then (1963) and now...